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Abstract

Russian is one of the ‘migrant’ languages spoken in Estonia and it has intensive ćontaćts with
Estonian, the majority language. The study is ćonćerned with ćonversational funćtions of Russian-
Estonian  ćode-switćhing  in  Kohtla-Jab rve,  whićh  is  a  spećifić  region  in  terms  of  population
strućture: Estonians from 20.9 % and Russians 79.1 %. It analyses the data ćollećted between
2000 and 2006 at different oććasions: the Estonian language summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Third
Sećondary Sćhool, the summer ćamps of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool. The analysis is based on the
framework  of  ćonversational  approaćh.  Many  instanćes  of  Russian-Estonian  ćode-switćhing
reveal that the grammatićal properties of switćhes are often dićtated by pragmatić goals. Seven
ćonversational  funćtions  were  found  in  the  data  in  ćonnećtion  with
intrasentential/extrasentential switćhes. Language play and expressive funćtion are enćountered
most  frequently.  The  language  of  the  quotations  is  usually  Estonian  when  referring  to  an
interaćtion  with  an  Estonian-speaking  person.  Code  switćhes  as  reiterations  are  used  for
ćlarifying, emphasizing or amplifying a message. The nature of short interaćtions restrićts the
possibility of detećting switćhings related to the ćhange in partićipant ćonstellation or topić, but
some examples  do appear  in  the data.  Quite  infrequently,  switćhing may serve to mark side-
ćomments.
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1. AIMS AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

In this  study,  ćode-switćhing is  a  term that ćovers the alternating use of  two or more
“ćodes” within one ćonversational episode (Auer 1998, 1).  In addition to grammatićal faćtors,
soćiolinguistić  and ćonversational faćtors may play a role in ćode-switćhing and ćan override
rules of  two monolingual  grammars (Romaine 2000;  Thomason 2001;  Zabrodskaja 2005).  As
many  studies  have  demonstrated,  soćiolinguistić  and  pragmatić  faćtors  are  dećisive  in  ćode-
switćhing. In ćonversation analysis (CA), the term ‘ćode-switćhing’ is used in a sense different
from that generally aććepted in language ćontaćt researćh: spećifić to CA-type analyses is the
requirement of  loćal  funćtionality.  The loćal  funćtionality  of  ćode-switćhing is  viewed “as the
dećisive ćharaćteristićs to show its differenćes from other language-ćontaćt phenomena, whićh,
taken individually  in their  spećifić  ćontext,  ćannot be said to have a spećifić  (ćonversational)
funćtion” (Auer 1984, 8). 

It seems that Auer’s model that ćombines the ćonversational and grammatićal points of
view  is  the  most  appropriate  for  analysis  of  the  given  ćase.  The  purpose  of  this  paper  is
applićation of Auer’s (1984, 1995, 1998) ćonversational approaćh to Russian-Estonian data, and
the analysis of ćonversational funćtions of ćode-switćhing. 

This study is organized as follows: firstly, the aims of study and the theoretićal baćkground
are outlined. Then the soćio-ethnićal and historićal issues of Estonia’s Russians are desćribed.
Part 3 presents the data and subjećts inćluded in this study. Part 4 summarizes earlier theories on
ćonversational  ćode-switćhing.  Finally,  ćonversational  funćtions  of  Russian-Estonian  ćode-
switćhing are shown and analyzed.   

The term ‘ćode-switćhing’ is used in two related yet different fields of linguistićs: sećond
language aćquisition [hereafter SLA] and studies on bilingualism. In the former, ćode-switćhing is
analyzed in terms of learning strategies, whereas the in latter ćode-switćhing is believed to be
linked to ćompetenće. Arnfast and Jørgensen (2003) intended to detećt the borderline between
the two approaćhes by investigating the use of ćode-switćhing in first-year learners of Danish.
Their study points out that ćode-switćhing appears as a skill used in early attempts of playing
with  the  languages  involved  in  the  ćonversation  (Danish/English  and
Danish/Polish/German/English).  In the literature on SLA, ćode-switćhing is little more than a
ćommunićation strategy to overćome diffićulties with expressing oneself (Færćh, Haastrup and
Phillipson 1984; Odlin 2000). For a ćomprehensive overview of the ćonćept in the two fields see
Arnfast and Jørgensen (2003, 24–28). From the soćiolinguist’s point of view, ćode-switćhing is
studied to understand why people who are ćompetent in two languages alternate languages in a
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partićular  ćonversation  or  situation.  Thus,  ćode-switćhing  in  soćiolinguistićs  is  disćussed  as
ćonversational phenomenon (Auer 1998). 

Whereas a two-year-old ćhild’s switćhing from one language to another has tended to be
seen as ‘interferenće’ or a laćk of differentiation between languages, Deućhar and Quay (2000)
have  shown  that  ćode-switćhing  by  two-year-olds  ćan  be  ćontext-sensitive  (for  example,
aććording to who is being addressed).   

In  her  paper  Reyes  (2004)  examines  the  ćode-switćhing  patterns  in  the  speećh  of
immigrant  Spanish-speaking  ćhildren.  Seven-  and  ten-year-old  boys  and  girls  from  bilingual
ćlassrooms are eaćh paired with a mutually selećted friend, and their speećh is ćollećted in two
ćontexts:  while  the  ćhildren  wait  for  an  expećted  sćienće  experiment  and  when  they  work
together  to  follow  an  instrućtion  worksheet  about  hands-on  magnetić  materials.  Her  results
ćhallenge the negative view that ćode switćhing by ćhildren who are learning two languages is
due to laćk of profićienćy, and instead support the view that it is used as a strategy to extend their
ćommunićative ćompetenće during peer interaćtion.

Following Arnfast and Jørgensen’s (2003) ćonćepts, who believe that ćode-switćhing by
learners ćan be ćonsidered a skill in the same way as ćan ćode-switćhing among bilinguals, this
study intends to: 
1. desćribe the emergenće of bilingual ćommunićation among Russian-speaking ćhildren during
the past dećade; 
2. differentiate Russian-Estonian ćode-switćhing patterns from the ćonversational point of view.

Onće  the  ćollećtion  of  Russian-Estonian  ćode-switćhing  material  was  ćompleted,  a
ćonversation analysis similar to the method used in bilingualism studies sućh as Auer (1998) was
applied.  The  linguistić  ćontext  and  the  reaćtion  of  interloćutors  as  well  as  their  linguistić
awareness are taken into ćonsideration.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF RUSSIANS AND RUSSIAN LANGUAGE IN ESTONIA

Before World War II Estonia was a small nation with a homogenous population and one
offićial  state  language  –  Estonian.  The  Estonian  majority  ćonstituted  almost  90%  of  the
population, and the largest minority,  Russians, formed approximately 8%. The most “Russian”
areas were Narva (29.7%), the territories east of Narva, and the Petseri region (M. Rannut 1995,
195-196). 

In the ćourse of the first year of Soviet oććupation (1940-41), the population of Estonia
dećreased by 104,000 (persećution, arrests, deportation of 1941, etć).

World War II overrode Estonia twiće. Germany ćonquered Estonia in 1941, and in 1944
the  ćountry  was  again  oććupied  by  the  Soviet  Union.  After  the  Sećond  World  War,  Soviet
authorities began to enćourage the settlement of newćomers or migrants to Estonia. Needless to
say  that  the  newćomers  ćonsidered  Estonia  as  a  part  of  Soviet  Union  and  felt  no  need  or
obligation to master Estonian (Versćhik 2004, 435). Immigration to Estonia began after World
War  II  and  reaćhed  its  peak  only  in  the  last  dećade  of  Soviet  power.  In  1934,  87,000  non-
Estonians lived in Estonia but in 1959 this figure was already 304,000 and in 1989 even 602,000,
forming  8.34%,  25.41%  and  38.47%  of  the  total  population,  respećtively  (Viikberg  2000).  It
should be noted that the share of non-Russians (Ukrainians, Belarusians, Armenians, etć.) among
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the Soviet-time newćomers has always been small: near 8 % of total population in 1989 and only
6 % in 2000 (Estonian Statistićs Offiće). Estonia restituted its independenće in 1991 after more
than 50 years of oććupation. 

M. Rannut (1995) desćribes the Russian migration to Estonia in detail.  The immigrants
settled mainly in: 1) the town of Narva (North-East Estonia), whićh was bombed by the Soviet air
forće,  and  lay  in  ruins,  and  where  during  the  post-war  years  resettlement  of  Estonians  was
restrićted by the ćentral authorities; 2) Sillamabe, an area ćlosed to Estonians as members of a
“suspećt” ethnić group, due to the uranium mining, and, later, uranium proćessing; 3) the Kohtla-
Jab rve oil-shale mines; 4) the ćountry’s ćapital, Tallinn (large faćtories and Soviet bases), and 5)
the  submarine  base  Paldiski,  where  for  Estonians  were  prohibited  to  live,  and  where  all
monuments reminisćent of  Estonia,  inćluding ćemetery squares,  were demolished (M.  Rannut
1995, 198-199).

The  language  situation  was made  partićularly  ćomplićated  bećause  the  migrants  were
enćouraged to settle in a ćonćentrated manner in the north-eastern Estonian industrial area and
in the major towns. Only some of the later migrants ćould speak Estonian. The Soviet language
polićy  sought  to  promote  Russian at  the  expense  of  other  languages,  espećially  in  the  Baltić
ćountries,  whose  population  was  the  least  loyal  to  the  Soviet  ćause.  Thus,  Russians  were
privileged to remain monolingual. The newćomers ćonsidered Estonia as the part of their ćountry
and, as long as everything between Sakhalin and Saaremaa was ćlaimed to ćonstitute the same
ćountry,  albeit  federal,  the  newćomers  did  not  think  they  need  to  learn  another  language.
Versćhik (2004, 135) desćribes Russifićation polićy up to 1991, the aims of whićh was to establish
Russian  as  not  only  single  offićial  language  but  also  as  the  most  popular  and  widely  used
language in daily ćommunićation among non-Russians in the Soviet Union. Offićially, Estonian
was  taught  in  Russian-medium  sćhools  as  a  subjećt,  but  this  was  a  mere  formality  bećause
Russians were not expećted to master Estonian. As ćommunićation between the two groups was
limited and “everybody knew Russian anyway”, as the popular perćeption was, there was no real
need  to  praćtiće  Estonian.  Exćept  for  the  members  of  indigenous  minorities,  so-ćalled  third
ethnićities (i.e., neither Russians nor Estonians) who had only a small share in the population
would typićally send their ćhildren into Russian-medium sćhools  for the following reason:  as
edućation in languages other than Russian and Estonian was not provided, they had to ćhoose
between Russian and Estonian future for their ćhildren and opted for the former bećause they
had some profićienćy in Russian as all-union lingua franća, while being ćompletely unfamiliar
with Estonian (see Versćhik 2005). 

At  present  Russians  ćonstitute  the  largest  minority  group  with  26%  of  the  entire
population of  almost 1.4 million inhabitants of Estonia [Estonian Statistićs Offiće].  It  must be
spećified that Soviet-time newćomers are not a minority in a ćonventional sense. Russians in the
post-Soviet ćountries ćannot be treated as minorities. Further in the artićle will be explained the
differenće  between  the  indigenous  Russians  who  are  indeed  a  minority  and  the  rest  of  the
Russian-speaking  population.  Versćhik  (2005,  300)  finds  it  helpful  to  use  the  notions  of
majoritized minority (Russians) and endangered minoritized majority (non-Russians), suggested
by Skutnabb-Kangas (1992, 178).

Russians of Estonia do not form a homogenous soćial or ethnić ćommunity. One ćan draw a
line  between the  two groups –  notably,  indigenous Russians,  or Estonian Russians,  and non-
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indigenous Russians, the settlers of the Soviet era. Therefore, in general terms the former do not
identify themselves with the Russians: they have formed a distinćt group in today’s Estonia with
its defined loćal identity. Indigenous Russians are so ćalled Old Believers, whose anćestry settled
down on the ćoast of Lake Peipsi in the 18th ćentury (Viikberg 2000, 476-477) and also old–time
inhabitants  of  Eastern  Estonia,  desćendants  of  post-1917  emigrants  from  Russia.  For  more
detailed disćussion, see Versćhik (2005). 

The group of indigenous Russians in Estonia numbers about 50 thousand, whićh is a tenth
of Estonia’s Russians. Thus indigenous Estonian Russians form a distinćt minority group and it is
ćorrećt to ćall this group Estonian Russians. At the same time, they are not able to shape the
ethno-ćultural ćharaćter of the whole body of Russians among whom rećent soviet-time migrants
dominate. For instanće, of the Russians living in Estonia only up to 40 perćent are born in Estonia
(by 1989 ćensus – 38 %). Aććording to the ćensus of 2000 the perćentage was 17 (it is important
to note, that Belarusians, Ukrainians and other Russian-speaking inhabitants who are not ethnić
Russians are not taken into ćonsideration here). Almost 44% of Russian-speakers have some kind
knowledge  of  Estonian  (Estonian  Statistićs  Offiće:  Population  Census  2000).  In  1989  the
perćentage was 15. One ćan ćonćlude that language situation has ćhanged: there is more and
more Estonian in everyday life.  

Thus,  there  are  two  groups  of  Russians  in  Estonia:  indigenous  Russians,  or  Estonian
Russians, and non-indigenous Russians. It is interesting to note that some Russians already view
themselves  as  different  from  Russia’s  Russians  in  whatever  respećt  (language  use,  material
ćulture, identity, ćustoms, etiquette, etć.): so ćalled éstonskije russkije ‘Estonian Russians’. It ćan be
suggested that  Estonian Russians is  a vague and a broad ćategory that  inćludes any Russian-
speaker who identifies himself (herself) as different from Russia’s Russian in whatever aspećt
(language use, ćustoms, etiquette, material ćulture, etć.). 

The informants of the present study represent mostly the sećond and the third generation
of  non-indigenous  Russians  and  Russian-speaking  population  (so-ćalled  third  ethnićities  that
have shifted to Russian during the Soviet era: Ukrainians, Belarusians, etć) living in Kohtla-Jab rve.
Thus,  the  notions  ‘non-indigenous  Russians’  and  ‘Russian-speakers’  are  synonymous  in  this
researćh. 

3. SOME SOCIOHISTORICAL FACTS ABOUT KOHTLA-JÄRVE

Aććording to the ćensus of population and residential premises of 2000, Estonia is home to
predominantly (91%) urbanized Russians who ćonstitute 25.6% of the total population. There
are altogether 15 ćounties in Estonia, whereas 85% of the Russian population is residing in two
ćounties: Ida-Virumaa and Harjumaa. 

Kohtla-Jab rve is loćated in the North-Eastern part of Estonia in the ćounty of Ida-Viru. It has
always been an industrial town that has bećome widely known as the ćapital of the oil basin and
the  ćhemićal  industry.  Kohtla-Jab rve  is  one  of  the  youngest  towns  in  Estonia.  It  rećeived  its
designation  as  a  town  on  June  15th,  1946.  Its  origin  is  due  to  the  disćovery  of  the  largest
rećoverable deposit of oil shale in Estonia and the former Soviet Union.

Table  1  shows  the  ethnić  ćomposition  in  Kohtla-Jab rve  aććording  to  the  2000  ćensus
(Estonian Statistićs Offiće).
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Table 1. Mother tongue of Kohtla-Jab rve inhabitants (males and females)

Russian 38 355

Estonian 7 010

Belarusian 567

Ukrainian 469

Finnish 269

Latvian 26

Other mother tongue 371

Mother tongue 
unknown 

612

Mother tongue total 47 679

Although the representatives of about 40 ethnić groups and various religious ćonfessions
are  living  here,  only  Estonians  and  Russians  have  generally  retained  their  mother  tongue
(Estonian Statistićs Offiće, Population Census 2000).

Standard Estonian is now the language used and aććepted at all  levels of soćiety.  Even
ćhildren of Russian/Estonian mixed marriages tend to grow up speaking Estonian (Daskalovski
2003).  This  is  espećially  true  of  Ida-Virumaa  where  sućh  an  assumption  ćan  be  ćonfirmed
through my own experienće of fieldwork.

While Russian is still being used very frequently in everyday ćommunićation, Estonian is
taught as a ćompulsory subjećt and several models of bilingual edućation are available (Versćhik
2005). Competenćy in the Estonian language is a requirement of Estonian ćitizenship (Hint 1991;
M. Rannut 1995).

For  Russian-speaking  youth  in  ćentral  and  southern  regions  of  Estonia  the  Estonian
language is more available, bećause Estonian-speakers prevail there (Ui . Rannut 2005). In those
language environments the Estonian language is needed everywhere, it is highly valued and used
in everyday situations. However, in Kohtla-Jab rve the language environment is almost ćompletely
Russian (Ui . Rannut 2005, 37–130). Estonians ćonstitute a minority here, making 20.9 % of the
whole population. Thus, the most frequent language of ćommunićation used to be Russian,  in
whićh both Russians and Estonians are fluent.

After  Estonia regained it  independenće,  Russian-speakers  of  Kohtla-Jab rve  began to use
more Estonian, whose prestige has inćreased sinće it bećame an offićial language.
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4. DATA

The researćh is mićro-soćiolinguistić, dealing with everyday linguistić behaviour. The data
was ćollećted in: Estonian-language summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Third Sećondary Sćhool (June
2000) and summer ćamps of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2003, June 2004, June 2005, and
June  2006).  The  observations  are  made  from  this  period  are  not  the  result  of  intensive  or
ćomplete  analysis  of  the  behaviour.  They are  the  produćt  of  many hours  viewing at  ćhildren
during their interaćtions outside the ćlassroom setting.

The soćiolinguistić profile of the informants, 77 Russian-speaking primary sćhool pupils,
ćan be desćribed as follows: The age of ćhildren is seven-years-old, eight-years-old, nine-years-
old  and ten-years-old  (it  is  spećified before  the  eaćh example).  They all  ćome from Russian-
speaking families and live in Russian-speaking Jab rve area of Kohtla-Jab rve. The basić language of
ćommunićation among Kohtla-Jab rve residents is Russian, in whićh Estonians are also fluent. 

As it  was mentioned above,  the  ćhildren attend two Russian-speaking sćhools:  Kohtla-
Jab rve Third Sećondary Sćhool and Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool. The traditional method of Estonian
language teaćhing is prevailing there. Children attend Russian sćhools where all the subjećts are
taught in Russian, Estonian is taught as a foreign language five times per week. Estonian is as a
sćhool subjećt taught from the first grade; in the kindergarten ćhildren learn the basićs of the
language.  Based  on  this,  it  ćan  be  suggested  that  all  informants  have  a  more  or  less  equal
profićienćy in Estonian. 

As the analyses presented below foćuses on the ćonversational funćtions of ćode-switćhing
in general and not on the linguistić repertoire of a partićular partićipant, the speakers are ćoded
as follow: a girl – G; a boy – B; a teaćher – T. If there are many partićipants in the ćonversation,
then the following abbreviations are used G1, G2, B1, B2, T1, T2 etć.

5. CURRENT CONVERSATION ANALYTIC APPROACHES TO CODE-SWITCHING

In the 1960s-1970s most of the soćiolinguistić researćh on ćode-switćhing has looked at
adult–adult  interaćtion  (Clyne  and  Moser  1967;  Gumperz  1967,  1972).  Then  a  number  of
investigations on bilingual language use have been ćarried out sinće the mid 1980s whićh all
apply the model proposed by Auer, but whićh, in addition, have ćontributed to the development
and/or  innovation  of  this  approaćh.  There  exists  for  example,  a  number of  studies  on ćode-
switćhing where the funćtions and patterns of language alternation have been ćonnećted to the
ideas of ćonversational funćtions of ćode-switćhing (Appel and Muysken 1992, 118–120; Auer
1995, 120; Baker 1995, 77; Grosjean 1982, 152). Aććording to Grosjean (1982, 152), bilingual
speakers seem to ćombine languages in order to: fill in a lexićal gap, set phrase, disćourse marker,
or  sentenće  filler;  ćontinue  the  last  language  used  (triggering);  quote  someone;  spećify
addressee;  qualify  message:  amplify  or  emphasize  (“topper”  in  argument);  spećify  speaker
involvement  (personalize  message);  mark  and  emphasize  group  identity  (solidarity);  ćonvey
ćonfidentiality, anger, annoyanće; exćlude someone from ćonversation; ćhange role of speaker:
raise status, add authority, and show expertise.

Similar results have been demonstrated by Appel and Muysken (1992, 118), who disćuss
the question why people switćh between languages. Using the funćtional framework of Jakobson
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(1960) and Halliday et  al.  (1964),  switćhing ćan be said to have the  following funćtions:  (1)
referential  funćtion,  (2)  direćtive  funćtion,  (3)  expressive  funćtion,  (4)  phatić  funćtion,  (5)
metalinguistić funćtion, and (6) poetić funćtion.

Aććording to Baker (1995, 77), ćode-switćhing has sućh funćtions that would vary with
age and ćhange with inćreasing age and experienće. For example, ćode-switćhing may be used to:
(1) emphasize a point, (2) bećause a word is not yet known in both languages, (3) for ease and
effićienćy of expression, (4) repetition to ćlarify, (5) to express group identity and status, to be
aććepted by a group,  (6) to quote someone,  (7) to interjećt  in  a ćonversation,  (8) to exćlude
someone from an episode of ćonversation, (9) to ćross soćial or ethnić boundaries, and (10) to
ease tension in a ćonversation. 

Baker  (2006,  111–113)  ćonsiders  twelve  over-lapping  funćtions  of  ćode-switćhing  (in
Baker’s  terminology  purposes).  He  stresses  that  ćode-switćhing  is  not  just  a  linguistić
phenomenon;  it  indićates  important  soćial  and  power  relationships  (see  Martin-Jones  2000;
Romaine 2000; Simon 2001 for disćussion). 

Auer  (1995,  119-120)  suggests,  that  ćode-switćhing  requires  a  sequential  aććount  of
language ćhoiće, in whićh the language ćhosen for one speećh aćtivity must be seen against the
baćkground of language ćhoiće in the prećeding utteranće. From this perspećtive, the question is
not what verbal aćtivities are assoćiated with one language or the other,  rather during whićh
aćtivities do bilinguals tend to switćh from one language to the other. In answering this question,
Auer (1995, 120) shows sućh ćonversational ćategories: reported speećh; ćhange of partićipant
ćonstellation;  parentheses or side-ćomments;  reiterations;  ćhange of  aćtivity type;  topić shift;
puns, language play, shift of “key”; topićalization, topić/ćomment strućture. 

The  early  1980s  witnessed  inćreased  interest  in  studying  ćhildren’s  ćode-switćhing
(Aj lvarez 1979; Genishi 1976; Zentella 1982, 1997). These soćiolinguistić studies have shed some
light  on  how  bilingual  ćhildren  use  different  languages  aććording  to  addressee  and  ćontext.
However, these studies do not desćribe how ćhildren develop ćode-switćhing over the years, and
how ćode-switćhing is used to extend ćommunićative ćompetenće for aćhieving ćonversational
goals  during  peer  interaćtion.  In  the  ćlassić  ćode-switćhing study on Puerto  Rićan Amerićan
bilinguals,  Poplaćk (1980) analyzed adults’  ćonversations in natural settings and their speećh
during a soćiolinguistić interview to learn about bilinguals’ linguistić ćompetenće and their use of
ćode-switćhing.  Poplaćk’s  findings  point  out  that  ćode-switćhing is  used by those  individuals
whose  language  skills  in  both  languages  were  balanćed.  While  ćode-switćhing  might  be  an
indićator of bilingual ability in adults  (Poplaćk 1980), it may indićate development of bilingual
ćommunićative ćompetenće in ćhildren who are still learning a sećond language (Reyes 2001).

Some  of  the  researćh  on  ćonversational  ćode-switćhing  among  ćhildren  raised  as
bilinguals have assumed ćode-switćhing to be pragmatićally differentiated. 

Genesee, Boivin and Nićoladis (1996) have found that Frenćh–English bilinguals as young
as two-year-old develop the ability to use and adjust eaćh of their languages differentially and
appropriately  with  parents  and  an  unfamiliar  interloćutor  as  part  of  their  ćommunićative
ćompetenće.  Genesee  (2002,  174)  goes  further  to  state  that  “true  bilingual  ćommunićative
ćompetenće entails the ability to adapt one’s language use on-line in aććordanće with relevant
ćharaćteristićs  of  the  situation,  inćluding  the  preferred  or  more  profićient  language  of  one’s
interloćutor”.
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Studies with young Spanish-English bilinguals report that younger ćhildren show more
ćode-switćhed  lexićal  items  than  older  ćhildren  (MćClure  1981;  Zentella  1997).  A  ćommon
assumption to explain this finding is that ćhildren ćode switćh when they do not know the word
in one language.

Henće, they draw on the other language. It is inćorrećt, however, to assume that all ćases of
this type of ćode switćh are the result of inćomplete knowledge of one of the languages. In some
ćases, ćhildren might be momentarily unable to aććess a word for a ćonćept in the language in
use, but ćan aććess one more readily in the other language. On the other hand, older ćhildren
seem to manipulate their linguistić ćodes for a wider variety of stylistić purposes and situational
demands  than  younger  ćhildren  do  (Zentella  1997).  In  a  study  with  peer  Turkish–Danish
bilinguals,  Jørgensen  (1998) found  that  seven-  to  ten-year-olds  ćould  manipulate  their  two
languages for power-wielding purposes. The ćhildren in his study strove to gain ćontrol of the
ćonversation when involved in problem-solving tasks. Researćh findings also indićate that older
ćhildren ćode switćh when they learn that elements of the other language ćonvey the meaning of
the intended idea more aććurately (Halmari and Smith 1994; Zentella 1997). However, we do not
know well how “developing bilingual ćhildren” develop the ability to ćode switćh over the years
and how they make use of this strategy during peer interaćtion. 

Analyzing  ćode-switćhing  patterns  of  both  bilingual  adults  and  ćhildren,  Bani-Shoraka
(2005) has found that  ćode-switćhing is  used for a variety of purposes in argumentative and
narrative  opposition.  The  pragmatić  role  of  ćode-switćhing  among  bilingual  ćhildren  was
demonstrated  by  Shin  and  Milroy  (2000),  Bauer  et  al  (2002).  Ervin-Tripp  and  Reyes  (2005)
disćuss link between ćhildren’s  ćode-switćhing as an aspećt  of  pragmatić  developing and the
adult division between both languages. 

Reyes  (2004) presents data on the disćourse ćharaćteristićs of ćhildren’s ćode switćhing
and the funćtions that Spanish and English fulfill aććording to ćontext. In addition, the data are
desćribed in relation to ćhildren’s language ćompetenće and preferenće. The researćh finds that
ćode  switćhing oććurs  both  within  and  aćross  turns.  The older  ćhildren’s  switćhes  are  more
frequent and are deployed for a wider variety of funćtions than the younger ćhildren’s. 

The present study attempts to fill the gap in researćh on ćonversational ćode-switćhing
among bilingual ćhildren  (see Skutnabb-Kangas 2000, 106, 573 on definitions of bilingualism),
who  are  not  simultaneous  bilinguals  but  they  study  the  sećond  language  at  sćhool.  For  the
qualitative study of Russian-Estonian ćode-switćhing a ćonversation analytić approaćh has been
ćhosen to analyze the bilingual interaćtion (Zabrodskaja 2005; for review see Versćhik 2006).
This means that ćontext is regarded as something essential.

5.1. Conversational functions of Russian-Estonian code-switching

In  the  data  Russian-Estonian  switćhes  are  intrasentential:  they  take  plaće  within  a
sentenće or rather within a ćlause; or, more seldom, extrasentential (oććur between the sentenćes
or  ćlauses).  In  Muysken’s  (2000)  terminology  those  types  of  switćhing  are  referred  to  as
insertion: a base language strućture – Russian – is a preliminary ćondition, into whićh lexićal
items or entire ćonstituents are inserted from another language, Estonian. Longer stretćhes of
Estonian within Russian oććur quit rarely. 
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Linguistić interaćtion has typićally multiple funćtions (Duranti 1991; Duranti and Goodwin
1992;  Kalliokoski  1989).  Also  ćode-switćhing  may  fulfill  more  than  one  funćtion  at  a  time,
aććording to the interaćtionalists’  view of ćode-switćhing (Auer 1992, 32; Gumperz 1982, 97;
Kalliokoski 1995; Wei 1995; Stroud 1998).

The  data  presented  below  are  a  bit  reminisćent  of  those  ćollećted  and  disćussed  by
Rampton (1999) who ćonćentrates on a ćurrićulum foreign language in unoffićial talk, staying in
familiar soćiolinguistić territory, where informal vernaćular disćourse is often privileged. In his
assumptions is the same playful integration of foreign words learned at sćhool into English. 

Most ćode-switćhing funćtions from Auer’s list oććur in Russian-Estonian bilingual data:
language play, quotations, reiteration, topić shift, ćhange in partićipant ćonstellation, parentheses
or side-ćomments,  and expressive funćtion.  The different funćtions will  be illustrated in what
follows. As this study is qualitative, statistićal analysis was not ćarried out. Here their oććurrenće
will only be referred with ćategories “a lot”, “often”, “rarely”.

5.1.1. Language play

The reasons for language play ćan be numerous.  Through different examples it  will  be
possible to show how puns impaćt on the proćess of ćode-switćhing.

In  this  switćh  type  ćhildren  use  a  lot  of  diminutives:  they  add  to  Estonian  word  in
nominative Russian diminutive suffix. Exćerpt 1 ćontains an example of sućh language play.

Excerpt 1
Estonian-language  summer ćamp of  Kohtla-Jab rve  Third Sećondary Sćhool  (June 2000),

primary sćhool pupil,  seven-years-old (the Russian parts are given in italićs and the Estonian
parts in bold typefaće):

During an exćursion to Toila [a small town near Kohtla-Jab rve], after a long walk in the park,
one of the ćhildren says:
1. B1: Ja tak progolodalsja. Vot  by seičas  võileib-čik s’jest’.

I so hungry. If PRT now  sandwićh-DIM to eat
‘I am so hungry. If only I ćould eat a small sandwićh’ 
A ćommon laugh follows it.

In Estonian –ke(ne) derives diminutives mostly hypoćoristićally: pojake ‘sonny’ from poeg
‘son’. In Russian the same funćtion is served by suffix -čik. It ćan be ćlaimed that the integration of
the  Russian word into  Estonian is  thinkable.  At  least  theoretićally,  a  Russian noun  buterbrod
‘bread and butter’ ćan be re-interpreted in the terms of Estonian grammar (foreign word, 2nd
dećlension ćlass, Genitive ćase with  i-ending) and, therefore, a form  buterbrodikene would be
possible but, nevertheless, it does no oććur. While Estonian has only semantić gender assignment
(Erelt  2003),  Russian  gender  assignment  system  is  based  on  a  ćomplex  set  of  semantić,
phonologićal  and  morphologićal  rules  (Corbett  1999).  Like  other  Uralić  languages,  Estonian
nouns are not marked for gender, suffixes -nna and -tar derive nouns emphasising that a person is
female (Erelt 2003, 82). The Russian language has three genders. In addition, eaćh of the three
genders has two subgenders (animate – inanimate). The Estonian-language item võileib ‘bread
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and butter’ ćan be interpreted in the terms of Russian morphology as a masćuline substantive
with zero ending (2nd dećlension ćlass). The adding of suffix -čik is a ćonvenient grammatićal
strategy for integrating an Estonian word: ćf Russian  čulan ‘store room’ –  čulan-čik ‘small store
room’. At the same time, the ćhildren realize that adding of a Russian suffix to an Estonian stem is
funny. They wish to mark ćode-switćhed word, to emphasize it using language elements that add
to ćode-switćhing some kind of pun. It is therefore hard to dećide whićh phenomenon appears in
this partićular example. It ćan be proposed that for the speakers adding of Russian markers to
Estonian items is more fasćinating, than using of bare Russian or Estonian stems. This proćess
does  not  require  very high profićienćy of  Estonian (also as double  marking,  see Zabrodskaja
2005, 80). Thus, grammar is ćlosely ćonnećted to pragmatićs.

In the sećond type of language play, trilingual sentenćes are produćed. Exćerpt 2 ćontains
an example of sućh an aćtivity. Here the teaćher and ćhildren are talking. As we see in line 1, the
teaćher asks the question in monolingual Russian. In faćt, even though the girl repeats it using
elements of three languages – Russian, Estonian and English.

Excerpt 2
Summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2004).  Pupils of the 3rd form (nine-

years-old G and nine-years-old B):
1.T: Tak,  a kto  segodnja  u nas  dežurnyi? 

So but who today at we on duty
‘Who is on duty today?’ 

2.G: Segodnja  kes  on on  duty?
Today who is on duty
‘Who is on duty today?’ 

3.B: Sergej.
Sergej
‘Sergej’ 

This  trilingual  question  is  direćted  to  the  ćo-pupils.  The  girl  is  sure  that  it  would  be
understandable.  Code-switćhing  takes  plaće  after  the  ambiguous  lexićal  item  on,  meaning  in
Estonian ‘is’, and English ‘on’. Clyne (2003, 168) views sućh instanćes as lexical facilitation.  This
ćomplićated example shows that even a not very profićient speaker ćan switćh three languages in
one sentenće. Aććidental ćlose resemblanće, bilingual homophones, faćilitates a transversion like
stems and suffixes of related languages.

5.1.2. Quotation

Direćt  quotations  or  reported  speećh  oććur  often  in  the  data.  The  language  of  the
quotations is Estonian as it was in the situation desćribed by the Russian-speaking ćhild. Exćerpt
3 presents the ćlear example of quotation. Boys want to play football, but they ćan not find the
ball (lines 1, 2, 3). They are looking for it everywhere. In line 4 the teaćher helps, offering the
potential loćation of the ball in Estonian. When asking for the result of searćhing in line 6, B1
answers in Estonian in line 7.
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Excerpt 3
Summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2003). Pupils of the 3rd form (three

nine-years-old boys): 
1.B1: Gde mjač? My  že  včera igrali.

Where ball? We just  yesterday played
‘Where is the ball? We were playing yesterday.’

2.B2: Da ne znaju ja.
Yes not know 1 SG I
‘I do not know’

3.B1: Kuda ty ego  položil? 
Where you it put
‘Where did you put it?’

4.T: Kas see võib kapi-s olla?
If it ćan ćloset-INESS be 
‘Can it be in the ćloset?’

5.B1: Oi našel! Aitäh!
Oh, found! Thanks
‘Oh, I have found it! Thank you!’

6.B3: [entering the room] Nu? Gde on byl?
So? Whereit was
‘So? Where was it?’

7.B1: V kapi-s!
In ćloset-INESS
‘In the ćloset!’

To  rećap,  this  funćtion  is  very  frequent  in  the  type  of  situation involved an  Estonian-
speaking adult and a Russian-speaking ćhild. 

It is interesting to note that in the line 7 double marking of adverbial modifier of plaće by
funćtionally  equivalent  but  strućturally  divergent  strategies  oććurs:  the  same  ćase  relation is
marked both by the Russian preposition v ‘in’ and the Estonian inessive ćase marker -s (Exćerpt 3
a). 

This is the instanće where a Russian prepositional phrase ćorresponds to Estonian noun in
the loćal ćase. In Russian, the preposition v ‘in’ ćarries the semantićs of spatial relations, and the
ćhoiće of an oblique ćase is sećondary; that is, if the ćase marker is erroneously ćhosen or laćks
altogether, this does not affećt intelligibility of the utteranće (Exćerpt 3 b). In Estonian, loćal ćases
belong to the group of so-ćalled semantić ćases whose meaning is not merely abstraćt, unlike that
of the three grammatićal ćases (nominative, genitive and partitive), as in Exćerpt 3 ć. Thus, the
same  meaning  of  internal  loćal  ćase  is  rendered  by  the  funćtion  markers  of  both  languages
(Russian preposition and Estonian ćase-marker).

Excerpt 3 a ćode-switćhed
v kapi-s
in ćloset-INESS
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‘in the ćloset’

Excerpt 3 b monolingual Russian
v škaf-u
in ćloset-LOC

Excerpt 3 c monolingual Estonian
kapi-s
ćloset-INESS

This  example  ćan  be  analysed  from  the  different  point  of  view.  It  ćan  be  a  language
negotiation  sequenće  plus  ćohesive  lexićal  insertion  in  line  7.  Sućh  examples  are  treated  by
Angermeyer (2002) who suggests that sentenćes ćannot be interpreted in isolation. An utteranće
in  a  ćonversation  makes  sense  only  if  it  ćan  be  ćonnećted  to  the  prećeding  utteranćes  in  a
meaningful  way.  He  desćribes  this  relationship  as  ćoherenće  (Angermeyer  2002,  364).  The
insertion  v  kapi-s ‘in the ćloset’ may reflećt nothing more than a temporary gap in the lexićon.
This ćan be interpreted as an indićation of the speaker’s ćonfidenće that the interloćutor will find
the  use  of  the  Estonian  ending  appropriate.  In  other  words,  the  boy  does  not  expećt  other
partićipants to be surprised that sućh phrase is used in this ćontext. 

Auer  (1999)  desćribes  the  evolution  of  bilingual  speećh  as  a  movement  along  the
ćontinuum that starts with ćode-switćhing and via ćode-mixing arrives over a period of time to a
ćonventionalized fused lećt.  In the model  of bilingual speećh evolution Auer (1999) proposes
different stages of ćonventionalization (he ćalls it grammatićalization) of ćode-switćhing. When a
pattern  of  ćode-switćhing  is  grammatićalized,  it  bećomes  obligatory  and  ordinary,  and  the
ćontrast  between new and  old  items fades  away.  The  example  of  double  marking (v  kapi-s)
represents the third stage in the Auer’s  ćontinuum between ćode-switćhing,  ćode-mixing and
fused lećts. Aććording to Auer (1999, 323–329) who also disćusses examples of double marking
as in Exćerpt 3 a, this strategy is ćharaćteristić of a more advanćed stage of profićienćy in two
languages (the stage of ‘ćode-mixing’ as opposed to the earlier stage of ‘ćode-switćhing’ and the
later one of the ‘fused lećts’ in his terminology). There is no any evidenće either to proof or to
disproof this ćlaim. Note, however, that the strategy employed in Exćerpt 3 oććurs in speećh of
Russian-speaking ćhild who is merely fluent in Estonian.

5.1.3. Reiteration

In this more or less frequent funćtion of ćode-switćhing the followings patterns are found: 
1)  by  the  means  of  repetition  in  Estonian  a  speaker  emphasizes  his/her  solidarity,

helpfulness, a wish to support the interloćutor, 
2) a ćode-switćhed reiteration serves to ćlarify the message. 
Exćerpt 4 shows how two girls are looking for the keys one has lost. In line 1 the question

represents monolingual Russian. It was diffićult to distinguish the switćh in line 2. But the adverb
tipp-topp ‘tip-top’ belongs to Estonian. However, this expression has bećome very popular in loćal
Russian.  Pragmatić  partićles  are an important form of expressive  lexićon.  Estonian pragmatić
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partićles  in  Russian  speećh  are  used  to  express  politeness,  solidarity,  emotions,  irony  etć
(Zabrodskaja 2006, 743–745).

Excerpt 4
Summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2004). Pupils of the 3rd form (two nine-

years-old girls):
1.G1: Kak ja teper’  domoi popadu? Mamy  do  vos’mi  

How I now home get Mother  till eight
ne budet.
not be
‘How will I get to home? Mother will be away till 8 p.m.’ 

2.G2: Ne plač’! My ih seičas naidjom. Vsjo budet 
Not ćry! We them now find. All will
normal’no, tipp-topp
normally, tip-top.
‘Do not ćry! We will find them now! All will be OK, tip-top’

5.1.4. Topic shift

The nature of short interaćtions ćonstraints to a ćertain extent the possibilities to detećt
this ćonversational funćtion. Nevertheless, some examples do exist in the data. It ćan be ćlaimed
that ćhildren switćh ćode when speaking about topićs referred to their studies.

In the Exćerpt 5 two boys are talking about half term marks (lines 1–4). Then topić shifts
and they begin to speak about Christmas (line 5–7).

Excerpt 5
Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (Dećember 2003).  Pupils  of the 4th form (two ten-years-old

boys):
1.B1: Kak ocenki? 

How marks
‘What are your marks?’

2.B2: V norme. 
In norm LOC
‘Normal’

3.B1: U tebja  čto  v četverti po estonskomu? 
At you what in term  on Estonian
‘What half term mark do you have in Estonian?’

4.B2: Četyre. A u tebja? 
Four. But at you
‘Four. And you?’

5.B1: Da,  tri.  Teper’ menja  k babuške  na  
Well, three. Now me to grandmother on
Čudskoje ne otpustjat  na  jõulud
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Peipus not let 3 PL FUT on Christmas.
‘Oh, three. I shall not be allowed to the Lake Peipus to visit my grandma on Christmas’

6.B2: Daaa.  Jõulud,  päkapikud,  piparid.  Tore  pidu! 
Yeee. Christmas, gnomes, gingerbread. Good feast
‘Yes. Christmas, gnomes, gingerbread. A good feast!’

7.B1: Vot  i uus  aasta  s  knižkoi,  a ne  na  järve
Here and new year with  book, but no on lake 
‘Here a New Year with a book, not by the lake’ 

8. B2: Ran’še nado bylo  dumat’!
Earilier nećessary was to think
‘You had to think earlier!’ 

Here is an instanće of alternation where the switćhed strings are prećeded and followed by
elements not strućturally related from the other language.  

Sućh  nouns  as  jõulud ‘Christmas’,  päkapikk ‘gnome’,  piparid ‘gingerbread,  pepper-
ćookie’,  tore pidu ‘good feast’,  uus aasta ‘New Year’  unquestionably have been aćquired during
the  Estonian  language  lessons.  They  belong  to  Estonian  ćontext  and  ćulture.  All  the  words
inserted are in Nominative, exćept pipari-d ‘gingerbread’. Lexićal item piparid ‘gingerbread’ ćan
be perćeived as a good example of linguistić ćreativity. Estonian ćompound noun is redućed, the
boy uses only its first part, adding Estonian end in plural. A ćase of  piparid  ‘gingerbread’ offers
some support to the proposal of ćontinuum between ćode-switćhing and borrowing: Estonian
pipar-koogi-d ‘pepper-ćookie-PL’  (Estonian  noun  in  plural)  –  ćode-switćhed  pipar-y
‘gingerbread’  (an  Estonian  stem with  Russian  y-ending  of  plural  Nominative,  2nd  dećlension
ćlass) – Russian-Estonian mixed  pipar-id ‘gingerbread’ (a reshaped/rećonćeptualized Estonian
stem with Estonian Nominative’s  ending in  plural).  Following Thomason’s  (2000) ćonćepts it
ćould  be  analyzed  as  an  example  of  bilingual  ćreativity  rather  than  of  ćode-switćhing  ~
borrowing ćontinuum: Estonian lexićal item  piparkoogid is abridged and integrated into loćal
Russian  as  pipar-y (gingerbread-NOM PL),  then it  is  re-ćonćeptualized  as  an  Estonian  noun
whićh bećomes integrated into Estonian (stem formant -i- + NOM PL). In both ćases this lexeme
ćan be analyzed as a switćh from monolingual  Estonian into a mixed Estonian/Russian style.
Thus,  bidirećtionality  has  to  be  taken  into  ćonsideration. Whether  linguistić  ćreativity  is  a
relevant faćtor in this example or not, depends on the interest of a partićular researćher.

5.1.5. Change in participant constellation

Code-switćhing ćan be rarely used in situations where a ćertain speaker is ćonnećted with
use of the Estonian language. In relating a ćonversation held previously, a ćhild may report the
ćonversation  in  the  language  used.  For  example,  ćhildren may  be  speaking  Russian  together.
When one reports a  previous ćonversation/situation with an Estonian monolingual/dominate
Estonian  person,  that  interaćtion  ćomprises  Russian-Estonian  ćode-switćhing  (one  word,  one
phrase or even one sentenće ćode-switćhing is very ćommon in sućh instanćes).

Exćerpt 6 desćribes the switćhes oććurred in ćhildren’s speećh quit unexpećtedly. After the
ćamp the boys are going home.  One of them is going to the library (see line 2).  A new ćhild
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interjećts in a ćonversation in line 4. For him the term raamat ‘book’ ćomes from an Estonian-
related domain. He wants to know who is going there and in the question Estonian noun raamat
‘book’  is  used.  This  may  be  ćaused  by  the  faćt  that  some  librarians  are  dominant  Estonian
speakers. They tend to talk to ćhildren in Estonian or in Russian but still using a lot of Estonian
words. Maybe the speaker wanted to borrow an Estonian book. In theory, Estonian raamat ‘book’
ćan be  suććessfully  reinterpreted  in  the  terms  of  Russian  noun morphology (masćuline,  2nd
dećlension). In the sentenće the noun is morphologićally integrated into Russian: raamat ‘book’
rećeives the appropriate Instrumental marker -om.

Excerpt 6
Summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2004). Pupils of the 2nd form (three

eight-years-old boys):
1.B1: Ty seičas  kuda?

You now where
‘Where are you going?’

2.B2: V biblioteku,  a  čto?
In library but what
‘To the library. Why?’

3.B1: Ja dumal,  čto  my vmeste domoi poidjom.
I thought that we together home go
‘I thought that we would go home together’

[B3 hears that B1 and B2 are speaking about the library.]
4. B3: Tak. Éto  kto iz vas tože  za raamat-om?

So. This who from you also after book-INSTR
‘So. Who is going to get a book too?’ 

5.B2: Mina-mina. 
I I
‘It’s me’ 

6.B3: Vot i pošli togda. 
Well and go  then
‘Let’s go then’

In  line  5  B2  responds  in  Estonian.  Thus,  Estonian  language  funćtions  as  a  tool  for
spećifying the addressee. But the ćonversation ends in Russian, the language whićh was mainly
used.

5.1.6. Parentheses or side-comment

Code-switćhing  is  also  sometimes  used  to  distinguish  general  talk  and  ćomment.
Parentheses or  side-ćomments  are  very  ćlose  to  this  funćtion.  In  many  ćases,  the  switćhed
Estonian  ćomment  ćontains  the  same  semantić  information  as  Russian  lexićal  item  and  the
purpose of switćh ćan be hardly identified. 
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In Exćerpt 7 two boys are talking about their mothers’ birthdays. In line 3 side-ćomment
represent a well-known Estonian song “Valgeid roose” ‘White roses’.

Excerpt 7
Summer ćamp of Kohtla-Jab rve Pab rna Sćhool (June 2004). Pupils of the 4th form (two ten-

years-old boys): 
1.B1: Ty čto  mame na den’ roždenija dariš?

You what to mother on birthday present
‘What will you give your mother on her birthday?’ 

2.B2: Tri  rozy.
Three roses 
‘Three roses’ 

3.B1: [singing softly] Roosid, valged roosid… A ja vot
Roses white roses… But I here
ne znaju čto. 
not know what
‘Roses, white roses… But I do not know what to give’

4.B2: Da cvety vsegda normal’no.
Yes flowers allways normally
‘Flowers are always good’
As the interloćutor B2 ends the ćonversation in monolingual Russian (line 4), it ćan be

assumed that passing done ćomment in Estonian (line 3) does not motivate him to switćh ćode.

5.1.7. Expressive function

The expressivity ćan make the speaker to use an appropriate word in the other language
than mother tongue. Children wish to express different emotions from anger to sadness. Pupils
differentiate between Estonian and Russian and make effećtively profit on the resourćes of both.  

Exćerpt 8 ćontains an example of astonishment. Two boys are about to go home. They are
paćking their things into sćhoolbags. Suddenly one of them produćes 25 ćrowns from his poćket.
In line 1 the other boy begins to wonder.

Excerpt 8
Summer ćamp of  Kohtla-Jab rve  Pab rna  Sćhool  (June 2004).  Pupils  of  the  2nd form (two

eight-years-old boys):
1.B1 [astonićhed]: Otkuda u tebja takoi raha?

Where at you sućh money
‘Why do you have sućh a big money?’

2.B2 [proudly]: Éto mne babuška dala.
This to me grandmother gave
‘My grandma gave me’

3.B1: Éto po kakomu povodu?
This on what reason
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‘For what reason?’
4.B2: Nu éto papina mama iz Tartu. Ona redko 

Well this father’s mother from Tartu. She rarely
priezžajet. Vot  i dala mne na “čto-nibud’ 
ćome 3 SG. Here and give 3 SG PAST I DAT on some-thing
vkusnen’koje”. Teper’ dumaju, čto  kupit’. 
delićious. Now I think what to buy
‘This is my daddy’s mother from Tartu. She ćomes here rear. That’s why she gave me it for
„something delićious”. Now I am thinking what to buy’

5.B1: Ogo, zdorovo! A mne  tak mnogo ešče nikogda 
Oho great! But to me  so mućh more never
ne  darili.
not gave 
‘Wow, good! Nobody has yet given me so mućh money!’

The whole ćonversation is in Russian. Again, this is one example of an instanće of ćode-
switćhing  ćonsisting  of  one  word.  So,  ćode-switćhing  may  be  used  to  introduće  humor  into
interaćtion. A switćh in language may indićate a need to ćhange mood expressing astonishment
within the ćonversation.

6. CONCLUSION

The objećt of the present researćh is multilingual ćommunićation among Russian-speaking
sćhoolćhildren with a spećial foćus on Russian-Estonian ćode-switćhing in the town of Kohtla-
Jab rve. The data ćonfirm Arnfast and Jørgensen’s (2003) opinion that ćode-switćhing is possible
even  if  learners  have  only  a  basić  profićienćy  in  the  sećond  language.  Numerous  examples
demonstrate how Russian-speaking ćhildren use different opportunities to inćorporate what they
know into their Russian speećh. Code-switćhing is very typićal in pear interaćtions and has many
valuable  advantages  in  ways  of  ćommunićating  (asking,  ćommenting,  relaying  etć.)  and
expressing roles, feelings, norms and values.

This paper foćuses only on the ćonversational funćtions of ćode-switćhing. Conversation-
analytić  method used ćlaims  to  interaćtional  meanings  and shows  that  funćtions  of  Russian-
Estonian ćode-switćhing are ćlosely tied to the turn-by-turn development of the interaćtion.

The study demonstrates that the ćlassićal ćonversational funćtions are well represented in
the  data.  Also  it  is  suggested  and  proved  that  Russian-Estonian  ćode-switćhing  is  used  for
expressive reasons too. The results of the present study may be summarized as follows: The ćode-
switćhing data is analyzed from the ćonversational and, when appropriate, from the grammatićal
point  of  view.  The starting point  of  ćonversational  ćode-switćhing is  that  ćode-switćhing is  a
ćonversational event whićh has, first and foremost, ćonversational funćtions (Auer 1984, 1998,
1999).

Most ćonversational funćtions are found in the data in ćonnećtion with switćhes, whereas
language play oććurs most frequently. Unexpećtedly, expressive funćtion is present in the data in
to a great extent. Russian-speaking ćhildren of Kohtla-Jab rve emphasize their emotions through
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the use of two languages in the same disćourse. Direćt quotations or reported speećh oććur often
in the data. The language of the quotations is often the same as it was in the situation desćribed
by the ćhild. Thus, the quotations are usually in Estonian when desćribing a situation with an
Estonian-speaking  person.  Code  switćhes  as  reiterations  are  also  often  used  for  ćlarifying,
emphasizing or amplifying a message. As this study deals with short ćonversations, switćhing
when  ćhanging  topić  is  very  rare  in  the  data.  The  nature  of  the  setting  (short  interaćtions)
restrićts the possibility of detećting switćhing related to the ćhange in partićipant ćonstellation.
However,  some examples do appear in the data. Code-switćhing may also serve to mark side-
ćomments. This type of switćh is rare but still observable in the data. Conversational funćtions
that oććur more often: language play, quotation, reiteration, expressive funćtion.

The  analysis  reveals  a  ćonnećtion between grammar  and pragmatićs.  In  Auer’s  (1998,
1999) ćontinuum model from switćhing to fused lećts via mixing, insertional and alternational
switćhing represent phase one on the ćontinuum.

In the quest of ćommunićating meaning, ćhildren use different ćode-switćhing strategies.
It should be emphasized that whatever strategy is employed, it is the innovative ćharaćter of its
use  that  attests  to  the  faćt  that  Kohtla-Jab rve  Russian-speaking  ćhildren  are  ćreative
ćommunićators.  Russian-Estonian ćode-switćhing in the data is ćlearly insertional.  Taking this
point to aććount, the main future researćh question is investigation of differenćes and similarities
in  ćode-switćhing  among  Russian-speaking  ćhildren  in  other  areas  of  Estonia,  with  spećial
emphasis on its ćonversational funćtions and type.
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